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Abstract
This study investigates the plasticity of phonological boundaries during discourse in a lingua franca. We tracked the production of 34 Spanish learners of English conversing with two Dutch confederates in English across two speech styles, focusing on incremental changes in two key English vowel contrasts with differential effects of cross-linguistic influence (/i/-/ɪ/ and /e/-/æ/). Results indicate that Spaniards align with Dutch confederates, quickly merging /e/ and /æ/ and gradually separating their merged /i/-/ɪ/ category, rather than adopting native-like English production. We found greater merger in informal speech overall. We also found an interaction with time for the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast, indicating that the merged /i/ and /ɪ/ categories gradually separate in informal speech; this effect was not found for /e/-/æ/. Finally, proficiency modulates alignment: the most proficient speakers separate /i/-/ɪ/ and merge /e/-/æ/ more than other speakers. We interpret phonetic alignment as a complex, dynamic phenomenon influenced by proficiency in discourse language and speaking style, and whose effects may unfold rapidly or gradually depending on the phonological category investigated.
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Introduction

Speech in a second language (L2) or additional language provides a valuable opportunity to investigate the plasticity of phonological boundaries (e.g., the /i/-/ɪ/ boundary, which distinguishes ‘sleet’ [sliːt] from ‘slit’ [slɪt]), particularly when that language is learned later in life (e.g., in a classroom setting after the first language has been established). Learner speech is often influenced by pre-existing phonological categories from the first language (L1; cf. Flege et al., 2003; Chang and Mishler, 2012; Burgos et al., 2013; Wilson and Gick, 2014). For example, Spanish native speakers are known to have difficulty making the distinction between /i/-/ɪ/ when learning English, because Spanish does not have this distinction in its phonological inventory. Dutch speakers of English, in contrast, are able to make this distinction in English because it is also present in their native language. Knowledge of a non-native speaker’s L1 phonology thus creates a set of predictable difficulties for speakers from a given language background. In the case where two speakers have distinct native languages and use a third to communicate (i.e., in a lingua franca; cf. Trofimovich and Kennedy, 2014, p. 824), the native phonological categories that influence their production are thus also distinct. By focusing specifically on categories that are differentially influenced by the interlocutors’ native languages and measuring changes in those categories in conversational speech, the plasticity of phonological boundaries can be investigated in a naturalistic setting.

The plasticity of phonological boundaries has been well attested in perception. Perceptual boundaries dynamically update in response to various types of phonetic input (e.g., Davis et al., 2005; Kraljic and Samuel, 2007; Vroomen et al., 2007; Maye et al., 2008; Kraljic and Samuel, 2005) and listener expectations about that input (e.g., Hay et al., 2006; Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007; Kraljic et al., 2008; Hay and Drager, 2010; Babel, 2012; Kraljic and Samuel, 2005; Clopper, 2014). Listeners are able to normalize for foreign or nonstandard accents (e.g., Bradlow and Alexander, 2007; Bradlow and Bent, 2008; Baese-Berk et al., 2013; Clopper, 2014; Witteman et al., 2014), idiosyncrasies of individual talkers (e.g., Kraljic et al., 2008; Jesse and McQueen, 2011), and the presence of multiple talkers (e.g., Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007; Kraljic and Samuel, 2005; Kraljic and Samuel, 2007)—among other features. The wealth of research in this area consistently points to a striking conclusion: human beings are exceptionally tuned to process variation in their speech input.

Variation in one’s input may also rapidly translate to variation in one’s production (see, e.g., Kittredge and Dell, 2016). Speakers have been known to adjust vowel quality (Babel, 2010; Delvaux and Soquet, 2007), pitch (Babel and Bulatov, 2011; De Looze et al., 2014), voice-onset time (Shockley et al., 2004; Mitterer and Ernestus, 2008; Nielsen, 2011), speech rate (Pardo, 2001; Sidaras, 2011), and intensity (Pardo, 2001; De Looze et al., 2014) in response to input from an interlocutor. This phenomenon, as it is currently understood, derives from multidisciplinary origins spanning language contact (e.g., Weinreich, 1968; Trudgill, 1986), social psychology (cf. Giles et al., 1991), and cognitive psychology (Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; Pickering and Garrod, 2004). Consequently, terminology regarding the phenomenon has been quite variable. For example, it has been referred to as accommodation (e.g., Trudgill, 1986; Babel and Bulatov, 2011; Babel, 2012, Babel et al., 2013; De Looze et al., 2014), convergence (e.g., Weinreich, 1968; Pardo 2006, Babel, 2010), or alignment (e.g., Pickering and Garrod 2004) in the literature. Here, we adopt ‘alignment’ to refer to the tendency of an interlocutor to adopt production trends from their conversational
partner in discourse (see also Pickering and Garrod, 2004; Costa et al., 2008), because this term has been used to refer to similar phenomena at other levels of linguistic production (e.g., syntax; cf. Branigan et al., 2000).

The bulk of research on phonetic alignment in production has investigated variation within a single phonological category, but individuals are often exposed to systematic variation in production across phonological categories as well. Variation across categories may thus also be context-sensitive and subject to alignment. Simonet (2014) found evidence that Spanish-Catalan bilinguals reduced their production of the Catalan /ɔ/-/ɔ/ contrast when the experimental stimuli also included words from Spanish, which lacks this contrast. Babel et al. (2013) used a shadowing task followed by a perceptual similarity task (AXB) and an acoustic measure of spectral overlap to investigate alignment to a merger in-progress in New Zealand English (the so-called ‘near’ / ‘square’ merger). The researchers found evidence that this sound change-in-progress was partially reversed after participants were exposed to Australian English, which lacks this merger. Similarly, in a study of Korean learners of English, Hwang et al. (2015) found that participants produced more English-like /æ/ and coda /b/ after exposure to a monolingual English confederate. Curiously, participants did not align their production to a Korean-accented confederate who merged /ɛ/ and /æ/ and devoiced coda /b/ to [p] (2015, pp.79-80), even though this speaker and the participants shared the same L1.

When an individual speaks in a lingua franca, the production patterns of their interlocutor, which are influenced by that interlocutor’s L1 phonology, may influence the speaker’s own production. In contexts where a native speaker is present as the interlocutor, a non-native speaker may expect the task to center on the accuracy of his/her production, so it is difficult to disentangle phonetic alignment from broad production shifts due to attempting to perform model speech. When a native speaker is absent from the environment, in contrast, it remains an empirical question how bilingual conversational partners may update their production of phonological contrasts while speaking with an interlocutor who has distinct, but nonetheless non-native phonology. If previous findings in phonetic alignment obtain, then we would expect interlocutors to be influenced by one another’s production patterns.

The rate at which alignment occurs in conversational interaction has not yet been investigated in depth, neither for native nor non-native speakers. Alignment may be a continuous process of online updating from perceptual input to speech output, but nearly all research on the topic has followed a baseline—exposure—test approach that assesses alignment at only two time points (cf. Pardo, 2006; Delvaux and Soquet, 2007; Babel and Bulatov, 2011; Nielsen, 2011; Babel et al., 2013; Simonet, 2014; Trofimovich and Kennedy, 2014; Hwang et al., 2015). In fact, nearly no research to our knowledge has investigated phonetic alignment in real time (but see De Looze et al. [2014] for automated analysis of prosodic alignment over time). We hypothesize that exposure should modulate their production of phoneme boundaries throughout the conversation as speakers receive continued input from their interlocutors (cf. Kittredge and Dell, 2016), though this may be affected by the phonological contrast investigated and the overall discourse context.

Conversational speech is known to be affected by contextual factors, such as speech style (e.g., Labov 2001, pp. 106-110, 272; Ernestus et al., 2015; Kouwenhoven et al., 2015; Biber et al., 2006; Biber, 2012). Under a sociolinguistic monitoring account of language processing (Labov et al., 2011) individuals are hypothesized to continuously monitor situational demands in their environment. In formal settings, additional monitoring of the situational demands may strain cognitive resources such as working memory and attention (cognitive processing load) further than
in an informal setting. For example, Mattys and Wiget (2011) found that the tendency for lexical information to bias perception of phonological contrasts (the “Ganong” effect; Ganong, 1980) increased when participants were given a visual search task alongside the perception task, thus increasing cognitive processing load. Furthermore, the influence of lexical information on perception did not decrease over time in the high-load condition. When attention is divided during speech processing, individuals are less able to dedicate cognitive resources to processing fine phonetic detail, which in turn diminishes the influence of phonetic information present in the task on performance. Thus, when cognitive resources are divided during language processing, individuals may rely more on generalized, abstract (e.g., lexical) representations than fine phonetic detail (cf. Mattys and Wiget, 2011; Mattys et al., 2014; Mattys and Palmer, 2015).

In production, discourse context exerts considerable influence on the use of linguistic variables (e.g., Levelt, 1983; Labov, 2001; Labov et al., 2011). For example, Thompson and Brown (2012) asked a Spanish L2 learner of English to participate in five speech elicitation tasks ranging from informal to highly formal, in the style of a sociolinguistic interview. These tasks included personal narratives and free speech, an English conversation with the participant’s husband, reading a passage aloud, reading word lists, and pronunciation of minimal pairs. The researchers focused on the Spaniard’s production of the English lax /ɪ/ (as in ‘bit’), since this vowel is notably difficult for Spanish speakers of English, who only have /i/ in their phonological inventory (see also Flege, 1991; Konaurova and Francis, 2008; Casillas, 2015). The researchers found that the number of words containing /ɪ/ where this vowel was produced incorrectly (e.g., as /i/) increased significantly as a function of task formality, ranging from 4% in the personal narrative to 58% in the production of minimal pairs. These findings suggest that speech in a formal register may involve stronger influence from the more familiar L1 phonology. Regarding phonetic alignment, additional monitoring and decrease in available cognitive resources (e.g., Mattys and Wiget, 2011; Thompson and Brown, 2012) may result in a diminished ability to align to the interlocutor.

Cognitive processing load in a lingua franca may additionally be modulated by proficiency in that language. More proficient speakers are able to more fluidly process linguistic input in their non-native language, which may decrease cognitive processing load (see Garcia Lecumberri et al., 2010, for a detailed review of non-native perception in adverse conditions). For example, Serafini and Sanz (2015) tested a group of L1 English learners of Spanish using online grammatical tasks, and the researchers found that the influence of phonological working memory was inversely correlated to L2 proficiency. In online priming tasks using event-related potentials (ERPs), Elston-Güttler et al. (2005) found evidence that L1 activation gradually decreased as proficiency increased (Elston-Güttler et al., 2005, p. 1605; see also Moreno et al., 2008, for a review of EEG studies on bilingual phonology and the role of proficiency in modulating ERP responses). Additionally, White et al. (2017) recorded EEG responses as monolingual English speakers and French-native late bilinguals of English performed phoneme discrimination, phoneme categorization, and pseudoword reading tasks. The researchers found that high proficiency bilinguals showed similar ERP signatures to native speakers, demonstrating sensitivity to L2 phonological contrasts, but lower proficiency bilinguals did not show sensitivity to the L2 contrast. Broadly, these results suggest that language proficiency impacts language processing on a neurocognitive level, such that higher proficiency leads to more native-like processing.

If higher proficiency relates to more fluid processing and less monitoring, then this would free up cognitive resources to attend to fine phonetic detail in the discourse context. Less proficient speakers, who have more difficulty processing speech input both within and across phonological
categories (see also Bohn and Flege, 1990; Flege et al., 1997; Archila-Suerte et al., 2012), may thus also have reduced capacity to focus on idiosyncrasies of their interlocutor’s speech, particularly when that interlocutor’s phonology possesses a phonemic contrast with which they are unfamiliar. For this reason, more proficient speakers may demonstrate greater and/or faster alignment than less proficient speakers (see also Kim et al., 2011).

In the current study, we track Spanish native speakers’ production of two key vowel contrasts in Standard Southern British English as they converse with two Dutch interlocutors. The first contrast, /i/-/ɪ/ (e.g., ‘beet’ vs. ‘bit’), is difficult for native speakers of Spanish (Flege, 1991; Flege et al., 1997; Casillas, 2015; Barrios et al., 2016), which does not have a tense-lax vowel distinction (e.g., Martínez-Celdrán et al., 2003), but not for native Dutch speakers, who have this contrast in their L1 inventory (e.g., Booij, 1995, p. 5). The second vowel contrast, /ɛ/-/æ/ (e.g., ‘pen’ vs. ‘pan’), was chosen for the opposite reason: this contrast is reliably produced by Spanish speakers of English, but difficult for Dutch speakers of English. Spanish learners of English produce English /ɛ/ (often diphthongized to [eɪ]) phonetically closer to the space of monolingual English /e/ (e.g., Bradlow, 1995, p. 1919; Giacomino, 2012). Additionally, their English /æ/ is slightly backed from monolingual English targets (Giacomino, 2012), moving it toward the Spanish /a/ and farther away from the space of /ɛ/. Though the production of L1 Spanish speakers of English may remain accented, their English vowel categories are nonetheless reliably distinguished from one another in production and perception (cf. Flege et al., 1997; Escudero and Chlădkóva, 2010; Archula-Suerte et al., 2012), which is the feature of interest in the current study. Converseley, Dutch only has /e/ in the lower front quadrant of the vowel space (e.g., Gussenhoven, 1992; Booij 1995, pp. 4-5). In Dutch English, /e/ and /æ/ consistently merge in production (e.g., Adank et al., 2004b; Wang and Van Heuven, 2006; Adank et al., 2007), even though Dutch speakers can discriminate these phones (cf. Simon and D’Hulster, 2012; Escudero et al., 2012).

When native speakers of Spanish, who are the focus of the current study, converse with Dutch interlocutors in English as a lingua franca (ELF), they are exposed to two variables not present in their L2 production: an English-like vowel contrast they do not habitually produce (/i/-/ɪ/) and a merger of two distinct English vowels that they typically distinguish (/ɛ/-/æ/). We envision two scenarios. Alignment to the Dutch interlocutor would necessitate adoption of both of these variables, though partial alignment may also occur solely via merger of the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast (which the Spanish speakers separate in their L1), here measured by a multivariate metric that approximates the shared area of two vowels spanning the first and second formants (the Pillai score; cf. Hay et al., 2006; Babel et al., 2013; Amengual and Chamorro, 2015). Conversely, orientation to more native-like English speech would result in adoption of solely the /i/-/ɪ/ distinction. Since no native speakers are present in the discourse environment, there is no obvious bias toward native-like speech in these contexts. We would therefore expect the first scenario: Spanish learners align to the speech patterns of their Dutch interlocutors by allowing their /ɛ/-/æ/ categories to come together while their merged /i/-/ɪ/ category gradually splits apart.

The reported study uses a new conversational corpus in English as a lingua franca (the Nijmegen Corpus of Spanish English; Kouwenhoven et al., 2015) to explore phonetic alignment as a function of both time and speech style, focusing on dynamic variation in the realization of phonological contrasts. Based on the previous findings in bilingual language processing and monolingual phonetic alignment aforementioned, this study formulates and tests the following four hypotheses:
(H1) Spaniards align to their Dutch interlocutors by separating /i/-/ɪ/ and merging /ɛ/-/æ/;
(H2) Continued exposure results in more alignment, reflected as a main effect of time;
(H3) There is less alignment in formal than informal speech; and
(H4) More proficient speakers align to their interlocutor more than less proficient speakers, reflected by a main effect of proficiency and/or an interaction between proficiency and time.

Methodology

The Corpus: The Nijmegen Corpus of Spanish English

The Nijmegen Corpus of Spanish English (NCSE; Kouwenhoven et al., 2015) is a novel corpus of bilingual speech collected in Madrid in 2014. The NCSE consists of recorded conversations between 34 Spanish learners of English (17 females and 17 males, aged 19 to 25 years) in informal and formal conversation with two Dutch confederates (one male, aged 23, and one female, aged 24). Most of the Spanish-English participants were near the end of their undergraduate degree program ($\bar{x} = 3.66$, $s = 1.41$ years of study) and nearly all ($n = 30$) were students of engineering. Importantly, the Spanish participants were not recruited based on their English fluency. On average, the participants reported studying English for 12 years ($\bar{x} = 12.07$, $s = 5.16$), which is consistent with the obligatory study of foreign languages in secondary school in Spain. In contrast to the Spanish participants, the confederates were chosen to have intermediate proficiency in English and specifically not to sound like native speakers. Because the confederates did not sound native, there is no a priori reason to expect the Spanish speakers should treat the confederates’ English as model speech.

In the informal recordings, sex-matched pairs of Spanish L1 and Dutch L1 speakers engaged in unrestricted conversation in English as a lingua franca. The informal recordings were initiated under the guise that both the Dutch confederate and the Spaniard were participants in an experiment who were waiting for the experimental materials to be brought in to the testing room; this created a speech situation where both the participant and the confederate were effectively peers. The confederates were instructed to allow the Spaniards to talk most of the time to elicit more speech from the participants than from the confederates, which they did (see Appendix 1). When the impromptu conversation naturally came to an end, the experimenter brought in a stack of cards with names of famous people and places to facilitate further informal discourse. The confederate and participant then played a guessing game, taking turns selecting a card and describing the item to one another until it was successfully named or the conversational partner passed and moved to the next item.

After the informal recordings, the same Spanish learners of English were given a written description of the formal recordings to follow. They were told that these interviews were being conducted for a Master’s thesis in journalism on the recent economic crisis in Spain and Europe. Participants were informed that their responses would be compared to those of politicians and other influential individuals. To maximize the effect of formality, the participant then changed into formal attire. A video camera was placed on a tripod and pointed directly at the participant, and the participant was interviewed by a confederate of the opposite sex. Evidence that the formality manipulation was successful was found in Kouwenhoven et al. (2015), where speech style modulated the amount of laughter, overlapping speech, information content, and use of Spanish (L2) words in the conversation, among other features.
Once the recordings were collected, an ESOL teacher trained in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) rated the proficiency levels of the Spanish-English participants and the Dutch confederates using that scale; a +/- system was used to rate speakers that fell between standard CEFR categories (see Council of Europe, 2001, p. 24). The Dutch confederates spoke at an intermediate to advanced intermediate level (between B1 and C2), while the Spanish speakers ranged from a basic elementary (A1) to an upper intermediate level (B2). Eight different proficiency levels were represented by the Spanish participants: A1 (two speakers), A2 (eight speakers), A2+ (two speakers), B1- (three speakers), B1 (11 speakers), B1+ (five speakers), B2- (two speakers), and B2 (one speaker).

**Data collection: Forced Alignment and Vowel Extraction (FAVE)**

All tokens of the vowels of interest were isolated and extracted using FAVE (Rosenfelder et al., 2014). FAVE utilizes Hidden Markov Modeling in combination with pronunciation models based on American English to demarcate an audio signal into words and phones based on a word-forward transcription of the speech in that signal. FAVE then extracts F1 and F2 values from the audio file by vowel using the demarcated signal, and it normalizes those values using a log-mean method; this is a vowel-extrinsic measure that reduces anatomical and physiological variation (cf. Adank et al., 2004a; Rosenfelder et al., 2014). The computational process for isolating vowel formants trades human error for mechanical error, but the mechanisms in the latter are consistently and more objectively applied than in the former. Additionally, the software permits the collection of much more data than would otherwise be possible in the same amount of time. The larger dataset permits a more nuanced analysis of interesting linguistic phenomena and offers greater statistical power.

To eliminate extreme outliers or errors resulting from the computational method of vowel extraction, all tokens greater than 2.5 standard deviations about the mean in F1 and F2 were excluded; this was done on the Dutch and Spanish data in aggregate. For the Spaniards, this process resulted in a loss of 3.6% (2,401 tokens) overall. By vowel, the process resulted in a loss of 2.7% of the data for /i/, 4.7% for /ɪ/, 2.8% for /e/, and 3.5% for /æ/. We retained 8,868 tokens of /i/, 18,636 tokens of /ɪ/, 21,057 tokens of /e/, and 17,405 tokens of /æ/. For the Dutch, this resulted in a loss of 3.9% (1,542 tokens) overall, which constituted a 2% loss for /i/, a 5.2% loss for /ɪ/, a 2.5% loss for /e/, and a 4.5% loss for /æ/. We retained 6,054 tokens of /i/, 10,672 tokens of /ɪ/, 11,268 tokens of /e/, and 11,646 tokens of /æ/ (see also Appendix 2).

Because proficiency levels were assessed post hoc and therefore could not be balanced, we re-categorized proficiency into three groups: Lower (A1, A2, A2+; 12 speakers); Middle (B1-, B1; 14 speakers), and Higher (B1+, B2-, B2; 8 speakers).

**The data as time series**

To evaluate whether alignment in ELF speech is incrementally modulated by exposure to an interlocutor, we utilized statistical models that permit the inclusion of fixed effects as well as their interactions with time.

Time was rescaled from 0 to 100 for each recording, which was then subdivided into five equally spaced time bins. Informal conversations were longer than formal conversations ($t (33) = 65.67$, $p < 0.001$; $\bar{x}_{\text{Formal}} = 27.51$ min and $\bar{x}_{\text{Informal}} = 50.23$ min), and token counts per time bin could therefore not be controlled. To correct for this, time bins with fewer than 30 tokens were excluded from the analysis.
Measuring degree of category separation: The Pillai score

We quantified the spectral overlap between the vowels in each contrast with Pillai scores (Pillai 1954, 1955; Olson, 1976; Hay et al., 2006); these were calculated for each speaker, conversation, time bin, and vowel contrast using an R script written by the first author (R Core Team, 2016; available in online supplemental materials). To our knowledge, Hay et al. (2006) were the first to use Pillai scores to quantify degree of vowel merger. The metric has been used in this way in subsequent work, such as for measuring alignment to English mergers-in-progress (Babel et al., 2013) or exploring the degree of cross-linguistic competition in bilingual vowel production (Amengual and Chamorro, 2015). In a recent meta-analysis of metrics for vowel merger, Nycz and Hall-Lew (2013) confirmed that Pillai scores adequately index spectral overlap.

The Pillai score, also known as Pillai’s criterion or the Pillai-Bartlett trace, is one of the output components of MANOVA that measures how well the independent variables explain the dependent variable. The Pillai score is based on the product of the variance matrices for the model fit and model error, and can be calculated as the summation of each of the eigenvalues in this product divided by its value plus one (see Equation (1)).

\[ \text{Pillai Score: } \sum_{i=1}^{p} \frac{\lambda_i}{1+\lambda_i} \quad (1) \]

For the Pillai score to index degree of merger, ordered pairs of F1 and F2 values are used as the outcome variable in the MANOVA. These ordered pairs, which indicate the tongue position of the vowel tokens, are predicted by the English vowel category label (e.g., /i/ vs. /ɪ/), which is added as the independent variable. When MANOVAs are conducted in this way, the Pillai score quantifies the degree of overlap of the two vowels in F1 x F2 space. In this case, where Vowel Category is the only independent variable, \( p = 1 \), and the Pillai score ranges from zero to one. \(^9\) Scores close to zero indicate that the vowel category label accounts for very little variance in F1 and F2 in the data, and thus imply that the categories are strongly merged. Conversely, scores close to one indicate that the vowel category label strongly explains the observed variance in F1 and F2, and hence provide evidence that the two categories do not overlap. Importantly, the Pillai score is a conservative measure relative to other common MANOVA outputs, and it is quite robust to imbalanced data and violations of MANOVA assumptions (Olson, 1976).

Selecting the dependent variable: Spanish Pillai, Dutch Pillai, or their difference?

We refer to alignment as the process of updating one’s speech patterns in response to one’s exposure. Because both interlocutors receive continued exposure from their conversation partner, presumably both align their speech to their input in some respect. In the current study, we focused on changes in the Spaniards’ phonological category production, because they were the group of interest in designing the NCSE corpus. The number of tokens from the confederates, who were not the primary focus of the conversations, was not sufficient to permit the calculation of Pillai scores for several time bins at our predetermined threshold. Regretfully, this made conducting a difference analysis including a three-way interaction among Style, Proficiency Group of the Spaniard, and Normalized Time untenable. We did, however, verify that changes in the Dutch interlocutors’ Pillai scores and their normalized F1 and F2 values were minimal across time and
speech style before conducting the analysis, both through visual examination and linear mixed effects modeling of Dutch Pillai scores (see Appendix 3).  

For the Spanish participants, we studied the Pillai difference at each time bin, for each speaker and speech style, using this as an index of alignment. We then interpreted the results to present a robust description of the changes in phonological category production that occurred.

**Statistical analysis: Linear mixed effects models**

To predict the dependent variable (Spanish Pillai score), we fit linear mixed effects models to the data using the lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015a; R Core Team, 2016). We began with models containing the theoretically warranted predictors (Proficiency, Speech Style, Time, and all interactions), a random intercept by speaker, and all random slopes justified by the model (Barr et al., 2013). According to Barr et al., the appropriate random slopes would be any factors expected to vary within-speaker. In this case, we might reasonably expect speakers to be differentially sensitive to speech style (i.e., speakers may respond differently to discourse pressures in each setting) or Time Bin (speakers may align at different rates from one another), and these effects may interact with one another (i.e., a speaker who is strongly affected by speech style might also be strongly affected by time). Proficiency Group was coded with orthogonal polynomial contrasts to permit an evaluation of linear and quadratic trends in proficiency on degree of category separation. Additionally, Speech Style was orthogonally sum-coded to center the estimate on the grand mean across styles. We then systematically refined the model structure, removing higher-order effects that were not significant and checking model fits with likelihood ratio tests.

To simplify the random effects structure and eliminate redundancies in the random slopes, Bates et al. (2015b) recommend that a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) be conducted on the random effects in the model. We used the rePCA() function in the RePsychLing package (Baayen et al., 2015) to accomplish this. Conservatively, we selected the number of principal components that accounted for at least 99% of the variance in the random effects structure. We examined factor loadings of each random slope and systematically removed any that correlated to the selected principal components with an absolute value less than 0.4, with the stipulation that all main effects be present for any interaction in the random effects structure. We then checked this model for convergence and standard diagnostics of model fit.

Regarding the interpretation of the mixed model, we assume that the t-statistic resulting from the linear mixed effects models has approximately a standard normal distribution; thus, we accept all t-values with magnitude greater than 2.0 as significant (see also Baayen et al., 2008, p. 398, footnote 1).

Rather than conduct a single linear mixed effects model on the full dataset and include Vowel Contrast in the fixed effects structure, we conduct separate models for each contrast. This was done because the two contrasts in English, which occupy distinct regions in an asymmetrical vowel space, may have distinct degrees of spectral overlap to begin with. Thus, a small increase in Pillai score for vowels with higher degrees of overlap may be interpreted differently than the same increase for vowels that typically show a lower degree of overlap. Although very little work has attempted to characterize spectral overlap among native speakers’ production of Standard Southern British English vowels, research on West Midlands English has shown that /i/-/ɪ/ has more overlap than /ɛ/-/æ/ in this dialect group (Sharifzadeh et al., 2012, pp. e51-e52). For American English in Michigan, Hillenbrand et al.’s (1995) study shows the opposite: participants showed greater overlap for /ɛ/-/æ/ than /i/-/ɪ/. Regardless of the directionality of the difference, we assume that the
two target vowel contrasts have distinct degrees of separation which would not be adequately captured in a composite model that combines both vowel contrasts.

**Results**

**Confirmation of L1 transfer**

We begin by plotting the vowel pairs by L1 to visually confirm that the Dutch confederates’ and Spanish participants’ English production in aggregate demonstrates transfer from their L1 phonology. Figure 1 plots spectral overlap for all vowels extracted from the conversations pertaining to the phonological contrasts of interest for the Spaniards and the Dutch confederates, respectively; these represent vowel productions over the entire course of the experiment. The two L1 Dutch confederates merge /æ/ and /ɛ/ while maintaining the contrast between /i/ and /ɪ/, and the L1 Spanish participants as a group do the opposite— as expected. That the Dutch confederates merged the /æ/ and /ɛ/ contrasts provides additional evidence that they did not sound like native English speakers. Since the Spaniards do make this contrast, this fact should have been easily noticeable to the participants.

**Figure 1. Spectral overlap in target vowel pairs for aggregate data by native language** *(Vowel labels mark centroids; line types differentiate two members of a target contrast; ellipses are 95% confidence regions about the mean in logmean-normalized F1xF2 space)*

Factors influencing Spanish category separation
Before interpreting the statistical models of the Spaniards’ raw Pillai scores, we first checked standard model diagnostics. Quantile-quantile plots confirmed that the residuals were normally distributed, and the autocorrelated residuals were low (-0.1 to 0.1 for most lag values). The former is an assumption of linear regression, while the latter indicates that the model did not overestimate its parameters, despite the non-independence of the observations. With these established, we reviewed the model outputs. The fixed effects structure for the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast included main effects for Speech Style, Normalized Time Bin, and Proficiency, as well as an interaction between Speech Style and Time (see Table 1). The random effects structure included a random intercept by speaker and a random slope by Speech Style.

Table 1. Mixed model results for Spaniards’ production of /i/-/ɪ/ contrast (N = 323).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>β-Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>10.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Bin</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Style</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-3.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficiency (Linear)</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>2.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficiency (Quadratic)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>1.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Style : Time Bin</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>2.809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main effect of Speech Style indicates that /i/ and /ɪ/ were more merged in the informal recordings than in the formal recordings (see Figure 2). There was also a linear effect of proficiency, indicating that separation of /i/ and /ɪ/ increased with proficiency (see Figure 3). While there was no main effect of time bin, there was an interaction between Speech Style and Time Bin. Pillai scores were lower in informal speech than in formal speech, but they increased over time in informal conversation, suggesting that gradual exposure to the Dutch interlocutor in an informal context increased the degree of separation for this contrast. (see Figure 4).
Figure 2. Distribution of Pillai scores by speech style and vowel contrast.

Figure 3. Distribution of Pillai scores by speech style, vowel contrast, and proficiency group
The model based on the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast consisted only of main effects for Speech Style and Proficiency; there was no effect of time (see Table 2). Nonetheless, the random effects structure was identical to the other model (by-speaker random intercept with a random slope for Speech Style). There was no main effect of Time Bin, nor was there a significant interaction between Time and Speech Style (see Figure 4). We did, however, find a main effect of Speech Style, such that /ɛ/ and /æ/ were more significantly merged in informal speech (see Figure 2). The model for the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast also revealed linear and quadratic effects for proficiency, such that /ɛ/ and /æ/ merged significantly more as proficiency level increased (see Figure 3). The finding of both a linear and quadratic relationship of proficiency for the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast indicates that differences among proficiency levels are larger for this contrast than for the /ɪ/-/ɪ/ contrast, where only a linear relationship was found. The directionality of the effect is unexpected, because for each contrast in English, higher proficiency would be expected to result in more native-like pronunciation and thus higher Pillai scores (i.e., more category separation). On the contrary, the most proficient learners merged the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast more than speakers of lower proficiency groups (see Figure 3), in line with Dutch English.

Table 2. Mixed model results for Spaniards’ production of /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast (N = 340).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>β-Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>23.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Style</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-11.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficiency (Linear)</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>-3.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficiency (Quadratic)</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>-3.096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The model findings suggest that production of the two contrasts was conditioned by distinct factors. The two models find greater merger in informal speech as opposed to formal speech, resulting in category separation more like Dutch-accented English for the /æ/-/e/ contrast, but not the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast (which would be split). The interaction with time implies that the /i/-/ɪ/ categories gradually separate in informal speech. This gradual effect was not found for the /e/-/æ/ contrast. Additionally, higher proficiency correlated to contrast production that better matched Dutch-accented English than Spanish-accented English (lower Pillai scores for /e/-/æ/, higher Pillai scores for /i/-/ɪ/), particularly for the /e/ and /æ/ categories.

To summarize, the current study finds evidence that non-native speakers communicating in a lingua franca update their production of phonological contrasts in conversational speech. Spanish speakers of English as a lingua franca gradually separated their /i/-/ɪ/ category with exposure to their Dutch confederates who make this distinction, but Spaniards only separate this category in informal speech. The Spanish participants also show increased merger for a distinction in English that they can make (/e/-/æ/) during informal conversation with their Dutch interlocutors, who have difficulty with this contrast. We found a robust effect of proficiency level in the merger of these categories, indicating that these effects were stronger for speakers of higher English proficiencies.

Discussion

This study uses the context of English as a lingua franca to investigate how bilingual speech production might dynamically update in response to an interlocutor from a distinct language background. Using a new corpus (NCSE; Kouwenhoven et al., 2015), we tracked the production of two key phonological contrasts as 34 Spanish learners of English conversed with Dutch confederates in the context of English as a lingua franca. One contrast, /i/-/ɪ/, was selected for its reported difficulty for Spanish speakers of English, but not for the Dutch English confederates. The other, /e/-/æ/, was chosen because it is reliably produced by Spaniards and is reportedly merged in Dutch speakers’ English. We measured logmean-normalized F1 and F2 frequencies of the target vowels throughout each conversation. We then rescaled time from 0 to 100 and subdivided the recordings into five equally spaced time bins. We utilized the Pillai score as an index of the degree of separation in F1 x F2 space for the vowels in each contrast, and we conducted statistical analyses to investigate factors modulating those contrasts for the Spanish learners of English.

Our first hypothesis was that Spaniards would align to the speech of their Dutch interlocutors as opposed to the English spoken by native speakers. The former would have required merger of the /e/-/æ/ distinction and development of category boundary between /i/ and /ɪ/, while the latter would have resulted in a four-way distinction among the phones under investigation. In support of our hypothesis, we found that the Spanish participants suspended a category distinction they can make (/e/-/æ/). They also aligned to their Dutch interlocutors in their production of /i/ and /ɪ/ by separating their merged category incrementally over time, though this only occurred in informal speech. These findings suggest that speakers’ production of phonological contrasts in English as a lingua franca does not gravitate toward abstract, native-like speech norms, but rather to the production patterns that are present in the discourse environment. Thus, we find support for our first hypothesis, although the degree and rate of alignment to the Dutch interlocutor varied by contrast.

Our second hypothesis was that the effect of time would be significant for both contrasts, but we found that time modulated the production of only the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast, and only in informal speech.
This suggests that time-sensitive changes due to alignment only occurred for the more difficult /i/-/ɪ/ contrast in informal speech, where cognitive processing load due to contextual monitoring may be diminished.

We also hypothesized that there would be more alignment in informal speech overall, chiefly because lower monitoring in this style would result in lower cognitive processing load than in formal speech. In line with this hypothesis, the /ɛ/ and /æ/ categories were significantly more merged in informal speech, as were the /i/ and /ɪ/ categories.

Informal speech has been found to consist of more reduced forms in general (e.g., Ernestus et al., 2015), which may have contributed to the greater merger observed for each contrast (‘hypoarticulation’; cf. Lindblom, 1990). Hence, had we only focused on the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast, which involves collapsing a pre-existing distinction, gestural reduction may have been an alternative explanation for the observed increase in merger. However, the results from the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast suggest that gestural reduction is not the sole process underlying alignment in informal speech. Although /i/-/ɪ/ was more merged toward the beginning of the informal recordings than in the formal recordings, the interaction with time reveals that merger decreased throughout the informal conversations. Since this effect was not present in formal speech, the interaction provides evidence that phonetic alignment occurs in informal speech modulo the presence of reduced forms. If gestural reduction were a driving force in the observed merger, we would have also expected a negative effect of time on Pillai score in both speech styles (i.e., less differentiation of the two contrasts over time). This should particularly be true in the informal data, where gestural reduction is typically higher. However, we do not find such an effect. Thus, a simple reduction account may be insufficient to explain the observed patterns. Given that the Dutch confederates show no style shifting to the /æ/-/ɛ/ contrast, but the Spaniards show a robust effect in the direction of Dutch production in informal speech, we believe this strongly suggests that the speakers showed alignment for this contrast—even though we do not see an effect of time.

Our final hypothesis was that proficiency would influence the degree of alignment. More proficient speakers separated the /i/-/ɪ/ contrast to a higher degree than less proficient speakers. The absence of interactions between Proficiency and Time Bin and between Proficiency and Style suggests that the time-sensitive consequence of alignment observed in informal speech occurred at an equal rate for speakers of each proficiency level. This observation in isolation would suggest that alignment is not modulated by proficiency. However, results from the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast suggest the opposite may be true. Speakers from higher proficiency levels more strongly merged their /ɛ/ and /æ/ categories, even though these are largely distinguished in Spanish speakers’ L2 English. Additionally, the difference analysis showed that proficiency modulated the difference between interlocutors in category separation for /ɛ/ and /æ/ in an approximately quadratic relationship. One possible explanation for this finding is that more proficient speakers of a second language, who process speech more fluidly, may have had more cognitive resources available to process information present in the acoustic signal. This would allow speakers of higher proficiencies to attend to the differences between the Dutch interlocutor’s production and their own. If differences in the Dutch interlocutors’ usage of linguistic variables is tracked in real-time, as a sociolinguistic monitoring account would predict (e.g., Labov et al., 2011), then an expected result is that those production patterns would be integrated into the speaker’s mental representations and influence their subsequent production. Higher proficiency speakers would then be expected to suspend the /ɛ/-/æ/ contrast, which they are able to make, more so than speakers of lower proficiencies (see also Kim et al., 2011).
Alternatively, higher proficiency speakers may have more native-like phonetic targets in their English production. Since English /ɛ/ and /æ/ are closer to one another in F1 x F2 space than /e/ and /a/ (the Spanish analogues), higher proficiency may reduce phonetic distance between the two vowels (resulting in a lower Pillai score). This would imply that higher proficiency speakers would have production categories more like the merged /ɛ-/æ/ category of their Dutch interlocutors (which also has a low Pillai score) than lower proficiency speakers. From a purely quantitative standpoint, then, higher proficiency speakers would have less phonetic distance to travel (here measured by change in Pillai score) to align to Dutch production patterns than speakers of lower proficiency groups. Since lower proficiency speakers would have more distance in F1 x F2 space to traverse to reach Dutch-like production benchmarks, we would reasonably expect the change in Pillai score across speech styles to be greater for lower proficiency groups. This would be evidenced by an interaction between proficiency and style, which we do not find. The lack of interaction between proficiency and the observed style shift for the /ɛ-/æ/ contrast does not provide support for an account based solely on a correlation between proficiency and more monolingual-like target production.

While alignment occurred to both vowel contrasts, it is crucial to note that the factors predicting alignment were distinct for each contrast. For /ɛ-/æ/, which involves alignment via merger, speech style and proficiency play a role in alignment, and the effect of proficiency is approximately quadratic. For /i-/ɪ/, which requires a phonological category split for alignment to occur, an interaction of Speech Style and Normalized Time is also present in addition to the main effects of Speech Style and Proficiency, which differentiates the latter contrast from the former. The findings suggest that alignment via merger is constituted by a rapid, general shift, which may be easier to produce than alignment via separation. The /ɛ-/æ/ contrast is more familiar to the Spanish speakers than to the Dutch confederates, and merging a distinction one can make is certainly simpler than creating a new one (see e.g., Flege et al., 2003; Escudero and Chládková, 2010). Consider also the finding in studies on language change that mergers are more common than splits historically (e.g., Campbell, 2013:19). Similar trends may apply to online processing of phonetic input, which would result in merger of /ɛ/-æ/ before separation of /i/-ɪ/. Our data suggest this is the case.

In general, we find that alignment to the interlocutor increases as cognitive processing load decreases. More proficient speakers can more easily inhibit activation of L1 phonological categories, allowing them to align to their interlocutor via merger in either speech style. When cognitive processing load is reduced in informal speech, the degree of merger also increases. Proficient speakers cannot, however, inhibit activation of the /i/ category in their L1, which occupies the F1 x F2 space of both /i/ and /ɪ/ in English, when the discourse context is more cognitively demanding (i.e., in formal speech). When the speech context is conducive to reducing monitoring and freeing cognitive resources for processing (i.e., in informal speech), there is a tendency to align by splitting the /i/ category into /i/ and /ɪ/ incrementally over time, but this is not modulated by proficiency. Importantly, it appears that the effects of speech style and proficiency are additive, but that speech style may be more critical for phonetic alignment (especially via split) than proficiency in the language of discourse in the current data.

One possible factor that has gone undissected so far is social motivation. In contrast to most accounts born from cognitive psychology (e.g., the Interactive Alignment Model; Pickering and Garrod, 2004), which posit that alignment is a mechanistic phenomenon primarily driven by lexical, phonological, and syntactic access during language processing, Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT; e.g., Giles et al., 1991), for example, would conclude that social
motivation is a chief mechanism underlying the observed trends. In a socially motivated framework such as CAT, alignment is postulated to occur to reduce social distance between a speaker and his/her interlocutor, which leads to a more positive attitude toward that speaker in the listener’s mind and an improved social relationship between the interlocutors.

With the current dataset, we are not able to explicitly test an account based on social motivation, as the attitudes and personalities of the Spanish learners were not collected in the compilation of the corpus. However, it would stand to reason that the style shifting observed in the dataset is linked to social motivation and social distance. Under a sociolinguistic monitoring account of processing, the observed effect of style shifting would imply lower sociolinguistic monitoring in the informal situation. Decreased monitoring would concomitantly imply decreased cognitive processing load. These may work together to facilitate processing and lead to increased sensitivity to social cues (e.g., Labov et al., 2011), which might lead to a greater tendency to align to the interlocutor. However, although social motivations are undoubtedly important factors influencing one’s production patterns toward an interlocutor, the current data do not permit us to disentangle the influences of cognitive load relative to social motivation; this would nonetheless be a fruitful area for future research.

The results of the current study have important implications for research on phonetic alignment and bilingualism. First, the findings suggest that while alignment seems to be a robust phenomenon in conversational interaction, its realization is influenced by the context in which speakers converse. Alignment is most likely to occur in informal discourse, where less cognitive resources are expended monitoring one’s speech and where social pressures are reduced. Future research examining alignment should aim to create naturalistic, conversational environments in which to investigate phonetic alignment to maximize the likelihood that (a) alignment will occur and (b) that the findings are ecologically valid.

Second, our data also strongly suggest that the influence of time on alignment may vary with the phonological category in question. The underlying cross-linguistic interaction may produce distinct results: alignment may proceed either as a rapid shift or as the sum of incremental changes over time, depending on whether alignment requires the creation or the suspension of a phonological boundary relative to the L1 phonology. A temporally coarse-grained approach eschews this possibility. We therefore recommend that future research on phonetic alignment investigate how phonetic or phonological variables dynamically update over time rather than comparing pre- and post-exposure conditions.

Third, we found that alignment was modulated by phonological constraints, in this case represented as the influence of L1 categories in the participants’ English production. When alignment to one’s input requires the extemporaneous creation of a new phonological boundary, alignment appears to occur slowly over the course of the conversation (as exposure to tokens on either side of the category boundary increases). Multiple variables should therefore be used to quantify alignment, and we recommend that their selection be phonologically motivated.

The finding that the time course of alignment varies based on the L1 phonology raises the question of the importance of typological differences in the native languages of the interlocutors using a lingua franca in facilitating or inhibiting alignment. To our knowledge, Costa et al. (2008) were the first to suggest that a key factor modulating alignment among two non-native speakers would be the typological distance between their native languages. Costa et al. hypothesize that speakers with typologically distinct L1s will show reduced alignment in L2 discourse with one another (a
possible exception being speech rate; 2008, pp. 549-551). Dutch has a tense/lax distinction, front rounded vowels, and vowel reduction in unstressed syllables; none of these are commonplace in Spanish, which has only five vowels situated around the periphery of the vowel space. Based on these considerable typological differences at the level of phonology, Costa et al. would hypothesize that alignment in the current study should be minimal.

Despite the typological distance between Spanish and Dutch, we found alignment for both vowel contrasts. This is in agreement with recent work by Trofimovich and Kennedy (2014), who found evidence for discourse alignment in a study with speakers of English as a lingua franca from a variety of native-language backgrounds. This provides support for the claim that phonetic alignment will occur among interlocutors, independent of their language background. The findings from the current study combined with Costa et al.’s hypothesis would generate the prediction that alignment in phonological category production should be even greater among speakers of typologically similar languages.

To develop a clearer portrait of how phonological category boundaries dynamically update in discourse in monolingual and bilingual populations alike, future research would benefit from an approach that links laboratory tasks on individual differences in the ability to translate perception to production (e.g., Kittredge and Dell, 2016) with naturalistic speech. Results from the current study suggest that an individual’s availability of cognitive resources in language processing influences his or her degree of alignment in naturalistic discourse, and that cross-linguistic interference must be attenuated for alignment to occur. The cognitive processing strategies individuals utilize could be operationalized using measures of cognitive control (e.g., working memory, inhibition), which has previously been used to index phonological category competition within and across a bilingual’s languages (e.g., Lev-Ari and Peperkamp, 2013, 2014; Moreno et al., 2008). One’s strategic engagement of cognitive resources may also influence phonological alignment in a lingua franca (e.g., prepotent response inhibition, resistance to proactive interference, proactive and reactive control strategies; cf. Friedman and Miyake, 2014; Braver et al., 2007; Braver, 2012; Berry, 2016). These measures may be critical for understanding who is most likely to align, particularly in situations where cognitive resources are reduced due to monitoring (e.g., formal speech) or limited language access (e.g., proficiency).

**Conclusion**

The current study utilized unique aspects of bilingual phonology (namely, the transfer of L1 categories to the L2) to shed new light on phonetic alignment and the plasticity of bilingual phonological categories in discourse in a lingua franca. First, we investigated phonetic alignment between speakers in real time rather than post hoc, allowing us to document both a gradual (/i/-/ɪ/) and a rapid (/ɛ/-/æ/) process of alignment. Second, we analyzed variability in the production of carefully chosen vowel contrasts based on cross-language interference, which addresses a lacuna in current research. Previous studies have found discourse alignment to fine phonetic features within a single phonological category in monolingual populations, but we provide evidence that the boundaries across categories are themselves malleable in discourse, being shaped by input from one’s conversational partner, the conversational context, and proficiency in the language of discourse.

These findings together suggest that in the absence of strong biasing factors such as sociopolitical sentiment or language ideology, alignment is the norm rather than the exception. An individual’s language history is projected in his or her speech, which is in turn perceived and refracted in the
output of his or her interlocutor through alignment. The consequence of this process is the propagation of variation within and across individuals, creating a perpetually changing phonological landscape whose topography remains to be adequately understood.
Appendix 1

Figure 5. Distribution of words spoken by native language and speech style across all conversations in the Nijmegen Corpus of Spanish English (NCSE; Kouwenhoven et al., 2015).
Appendix 2

Figure 6. Distribution of extracted vowels from target contrasts by native language and speech style across all conversations.
Appendix 3

Figure 7. Plot of Dutch Pillai scores by normalized time, speech style, and contrast.
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Table 3. Mixed model predicting Dutch Pillai score for /ɪ/-/ɨ/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>β-Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Style</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-2.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aRandom intercept by confederate sex, Random slope by speech style

Table 4. Mixed model predicting Dutch Pillai score for /ɛ/-/æ/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>β-Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>16.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aRandom intercept by confederate sex, Random slope by speech style
Notes

1 Here we define a bilingual as anyone capable of sustaining conversation in multiple languages.

2 There is evidence that Spanish native speakers assimilate Dutch /i/ and /ɪ/ to their native /i/ (Escudero and Williams, 2011; see also the work by Karin Wanrooij). Thus, even if Dutch speakers in the current study have distinct production targets relative to those of native English speakers, this is unlikely to facilitate perception of the contrast for the Spanish participants.

3 It is important to note that we are interested in the effect of speech register on alignment, not the effect of speaker sex. Speaker sex was one of multiple variables manipulated to influence register in the design of the NCSE corpus and thus cannot be analyzed independently of it. Any influence of speaker sex parity on alignment is necessarily also a component of the manipulation of speech style, as are attire and the belief that one is being video recorded. We encourage future studies to explore the relative influence of each of these factors independently, but this lies outside of the purview of the current study.

4 Note that the term ‘alignment’ in the acronym FAVE refers to the process of segmenting an audio file into words and phones based on a transcription given to the program (i.e., ‘aligning’ the transcribed words and their corresponding phones to the audio signal). This is distinct from the behavioral phenomenon described in this paper, in which a speaker sounds more like his/her interlocutor during or after conversational interaction.

5 The pronunciation models have also been found to be reliable for Standard Southern British English (MacKenzie and Turton, 2013), which is the variety most familiar to the participants and confederates in this study.

6 We adopted a normalized time approach in the current study to facilitate comparison of files with one another and more clearly present the results. To assuage concern regarding potential imbalances in tokens across time bins, a linear regression was performed on token counts by vowel, speech style, and native language. We found no main effect of time bin, no two-way interaction between native language and time bin, and no three-way interaction among native language, time bin, and speech style.

7 A density plot of the token distributions by time bin, vowel contrast, speech style, and native language is available in the online supplemental materials (TimeBin_counts.tiff), accessible via the Open Science Framework: https://osf.io/ut86w/.

8 Data files and R code are available in the online supplemental materials.

9 All eigenvalues must be positive, since the Pillai score is based on products of positive definite matrices. For this case, where \( p = 1 \), it must hence be true that \( 0 < \lambda/(1 + \lambda) < 1 \).

10 The fully specified model for the confederates was like all other Pillai models in terms of fixed effects structure, with exception that Proficiency was removed as a fixed effect. The random effects structure included solely a random intercept by confederate sex, which in this case is equivalent to a by-subject intercept. The model reduction procedure was otherwise identical to the procedure outlined in Section 1.6.

11 Vowel data by native language and target contrast (span_i.csv, span_e.csv, dutch_i.csv, dutch_e.csv) have been included in the online supplemental materials, as has the script used to calculate Pillai scores and analyze the data (Pillai_analysis.R).
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